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The sums S:s’(n) occur in the representations of the symmetric and the general 
linear groups, in combinatorics and in PI algebras. We give asymptotic values for 
these sums. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let Par(n) be the set of partitions of n: 2 E Par(n) if 11= (a, ,..., a,,) where 
a, > ... > a,,$0 are integers and a, + ... + a,, = n. Clearly, h = h(A) is the 
height of the Young diagram D,. Let S, be the symmetric group. One 
associates with L an S,-irreducible character [A], via Young tableaux, whose 
degree d, is given by the hook formula [I]. 
Fix an integer l> 1 and a real number /3 > 0. The purpose of this paper is 
to give an asymptotic value to the sum 
and to some of its obvious generalizations. 
To motivate that study we now list some of the places where these sums 
occur. 
(a) First, S!*‘(n) is the dimension of an algebra that appears in Schur’s 
thesis. Schur found a deep relationship between the representations of 
GL( V) = GL(I) (where dim V= I) and S,: GL(v) and S, act on vo” in 
natural ways, thus generating two subalgebras A(& n),.B(Z, n) s End(*). A 
basic result of Schur’s theory that ties S, to GL(v) is that these two algebras 
centralize each other in End(p). Schur found that 
dimA(I,n)= (n+iI- ‘), 
but a general explicit formula for dim B(I, n) is yet unknown (except for 
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so” = (l/(n + 1)) (*i) [2, p. 641). Let CS, be the group algebra of S, 
over the complex numbers, and let I1 G CS, be the unique minimal two- 
sided ideal that corresponds to II E Par(n). By a theorem of Frobenius (or 
Wedderborn), dim 1, = (dJ)*, and by a theorem of H. Weyl, 
Thus dimB(I, n) = S!*‘(n) and the length of B(I, n) as a left- or right-CS, 
module is S!‘)(n). We shall give an asymptotic value to each. 
(b) Applications to combinatorics are provided by the Schensted 
correspondence [2]. This maps each permutation u E S, to a pair (P, Q) of 
standard Young tableaux having the same shape. It is one to one, onto, and 
has the following properties (among others): 
(i) If u is mapped to (P, Q) then u-l goes to (Q,P). Thus o is an 
involution exactly when P = Q. 
(ii) The height h(P) = d is the length of a maximal chain 
1 <i, < ... < i, < n such that a(il) > ..= > u(iJ. 
Following Latyshev ([3] or [9]), we call such a permutation “d-bad,” and 
oherwise it is “d-good”: u + (P, Q) is d-good if and only if h(P) < d - 1. 
Thus S:!,(n) is th e number of d-good permutations while S:?,(n) is the 
number of such involutions. 
(c) The above sums occur in the theory of polynomial identities. By 
Latyshev’s theorem [9, Theorem 1.3 ], if c, are the codimensions of an 
algebra that satisfies an identity of degree d, then: c, < the number of d-good 
permutations in S, . In other words, c, < Sy? ,(n). 
[Remark. We saw that dimB(d - 1, n) = Sy?r(n) and B(d - 1, n) G 
End(p), where dim V= d - 1. It therefore follows that c, < (d - l)*‘. We 
thus obtain a very short proof of the exponential bound for codimensions]. 
(d) The Procesi-Razmyslov theory of trace-identities provides another 
application for ,Sj*)(n): they (independently) showed that Sj*‘(n + 1) is the 
nth trace codimension of the algebra of I x 1 matrices. We later generalize 
Sj”‘(n) to the “d” sums Fd$,(dm) and UjD’(dm) and evaluate them 
asymptotically, Recently Procesi developed a theory of polynomial identities 
with involutions in which the “even” sums T,,,,(2m) and U,(2m) appear as 
codimensions. 
(e) The asymptotic computations of the above sums lead to the multi- 
integral 
O” u/1% . . . .
J I 
ID(x, ,..., x,)14 . e-(w2)(x?t ‘. +.y?’ dx, . . . dx,. 
-a, 
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The solution of WI”’ was conjectured by Mehta [5, Conjecture 4.11 and is 
known as the Mehta conjecture. Macdonald [4] extended that conjecture to 
finite reflection groups. Recently, A. Selberg and E. Bombieri showed 
(unpublished letters) that the verification of Mehta’s conjecture can be 
deduced by asymptotic methods, from a basic (and virtually forgotten) 
integral formula of Selberg [lo]. Macdonald’s conjecture can also be verified 
in several cases [see [4]]. The verification for the classical Weyl groups was 
done by the present author, using some other asymptotic consequences of 
Selberg’s integral. The help of W. Beckner here was essential. 
Looking back at the sums Si4’(n), the above hints that there probably 
should be asymptotic estimates of analogous sums of degrees, at least for the 
other classical Weyl groups. A similar work for the general linear group will 
be published elsewhere. 
Our asymptotic computations are based on the following approximation 
technique: We locate the partitions 1 E Par(n) whose degrees dn dominate 
the sums Si4’(n). We approximate each such d, and then their sum, using 
Stirling’s formula and the analiticity of the gamma-function. Finally, we 
show that those sums approximate SiD’(n). This technique was shown to me 
by W. Becker who also made major contributions to the present work in 
almost every part of it. In particular, he deserves all the credit for Section 4. 
Thanks are also due to A. Garsia who pointed out to us the connection 
between Latyshev’s theorem [9, Theorem I.31 and the Schensted correspon- 
dence, and to R. Stanley, who noticed the connection between the present 
work and the Mehta conjecture [5, Theorem 4.11. 
1. ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAS FOR d, 
Fix an integer I> 1 and consider 3, E Par(n) with h(1) < I: define A,(n) = 
{A E Par(n) ] h(A) < I}. Given a > 0, let A,@, a) = {A= (a, ,..., a,) E 
Par(n) ( n/l + a \/2;> a, and aI > n/l - a fi}. Let 6 > 0 and write 
Al(n, (2, 6) = {A = (a, ,..., a,) E Al(n, a) 1 aj - aj+ 1 
> 6 6, j = l,..., I - I}# 
We consider now I, a, 6 as fixed, n + 00, and give an asymptotic value for 
d,, A E /i,(n, a, 6), based on the “hook formula.” Let L E li,(n, a, 6); note 
that as II + co, this implies h(2) = 1. Write 1= (a ,,..., a,), aj = n/l + Cj fi, 
j= l,..., I, so c, + *a* +c,=o, u>c,, ~,>-a and cj-cj+,>6, j= 
1 )...) 1 - 1. 
For the next lemma, denote y1 = (l/\/z;;)‘-’ . I’?*, D(c) = D(c, ,..., c,) = 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let I = (a, ,..,, a,) E A,@, a, 6), then for large n 
11 (F.l.1) 
Proof. Step 1. The hook formula: T(z) is the gamma function, 
r(n + 1) 
I-1 I-m 
dA = I-Ti’=I@+l-j+ 1) 4,. ,g (araf-m+l+l+m-j+ l)* 
Step 2. Use Stirling’s formula r(n + b + 1) N $L. e-n . nntb fi 
r(aj + 1 - j + 1) 2: 6. e-d’-cJfi 
dltCj\/;i+l-j+l/2 
[++cjfi] Y  
SO 
qn t 1) 1 
( ) 
I-1 ,n+ l/2 
n=,T(aj+I- j+ l)= \/2;; ’ n ntl(ltlP-Z&l 
( ) r 
may be discarded 
Step 3. Approximate 
fi cl I ; jWl+Cjfi-l-jtvi 
j=l 
by ew2)(c:+ . . . tcfj, so 
r(n t 1) 
n,!zlr(aj+l- jt 1) N 
- 
( ) 2Y 
I-1 
. 1” t IW . 1 c/z- IV2 _ ( 1 . e-("2)(c:+. . .+cf) n 
Step 4. First write n~~,.nf=;1(a,-a,_,+,+l+~-j+l>= 
J-J:=, . m:: (aj- a, t I - j)=nL;: - nJzl ((Cj-CT) fit r- j), then 
approximate (cj - c,) fi + r - j II (cj-c,) fi. Notice that this approx- 
imation holds since Cj - C, > 6. 
Combining Steps 1, 2, 3, 4 together yields (F. 1.1). Q.E.D. 
In Generalization 1.2, Special case 1.3 and Generalization 1.4 we analyze 
the above proof and generalize formula (F.l. 1) in several directions. These 
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generalizations will be needed later. First, drop the assumption 
a,g a*- $a,.Instead,letI=(a, ,..., a~),wherea,=...=a,,>a,,+,=...= 
%,+e2 > ‘.. ’ The corresponding Young diagram is 
F 
81 
82 
D, = 83 
. . 
. .* . 
8P 
GI~wL~LIZATION 1.2. Let A= (a, ,..., a,) E /i,(n, a) as above and assume 
that if aj # a,+ i then aj - oj+ , > 6 fi. Then 
(P-1)/2 
dA N y, ’ D(c, )...) CJ * e-(i’2)c2 * 
( 1 
-!- * I” 
n 
. E(c , )...) cI) . &pw-zp,,eicei- In, (F. 1.2) 
where &c, ~-.~~ 4 = &,,c,+c, (ct - c,) and E(c) = l-Ij<r,c,=c, (r - 3. 
Proof: Same as that of Lemma 1.1. The only change is in Step 4, when 
cj = c,, in which case (c, - c,) fi + r - j = r - j (instead of -(ci - c,) fi). 
Special case 1.3. Assumptions as in Generalization 1.2, and furthermore 
c, = . . . =C~>C~+,=~~~=C2~>C2~+,=~~~>C(s~,)~+l=~~~=Cs~, i.e., 
1= ds and the associated diagram is 
D, = d 
Let b, = c,,, j = l,..., s, then d(c, ,..., c,) = (D(b, ,..., bs))d2, the reason being 
that each factor b, - b, appears in B(c) d2 times as c, - c, , (i - 1 )d + 1 & 
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v<id (j-l)d+l<p<jd. Also, E(c)=D(d,d-1,...,1)=1!.2!..... 
(d- l)! and 0, = ... = 19~ = d so Ci= i 0,(8, - 1)/2 = sd(d - 1)/2. Therefore 
d, EyI. l! 2! ,.. (de I)! (‘2-“P. ,/$(I-1’/2--W . 1” 
. (qb, ,..., b,))d’ . e-(l@2)(b:+. . t”:). 
(F.1.3) 
GENERALIZATION 1.4. Let a > 0, 6 > 0 be fixed and let A = (a, ,..., a,) E 
A,(n, U) and aj = n/l + cj v’G. Write Da(c) = ni<j,ci_cj>a (Ci - Cj). If 6 < f 
and n is large enough, then 
dA < y,D,(c) . e-(N2)C* . (F.1.4) 
Proof: Steps 1, 2, 3 of Lemma 1.1 are valid. The approximation 
(Ci - Cj) fi + j - i N_ (cl - cj) 6 h Id IZ o s 
(Ci-Cj)fi+j-i<jfi+l<fip 
when ci - cj > 6. If Ci - Cj < 6 then 
rovided that II > 41*. Let the number 
of terms in D,(c) be l(l- 1)/2 - qs. Following Lemma 1.1 we now have, for 
n large, 
d, < y, . e-(u2’c2 . 
I 
(lJ-)‘2. 1” 1 . {D,(c). &pm7&} . @76, 
which is (F. 1.4). 
To prove Proposition 1.6 we now need 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let c, + . . . + c, = 0 with -fill < cj$ fi, j = I,..., 1, then 
Proof. (S. Reich). (a) First note that when 1x1 < 1, (1 + x) ln(1 + x) > 
x+x2/3: 
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(1 +x)ln(l +x)- x+2 =(l +x) x-f+:-:+...) 
(3) ( 
-x-X 3’ 
2 x3 4 
=x-:+s-$+ . ..-x 
2 
-++x2-;+f-” 4 +**a 
x2 x3 1 =--- 
6 
6 +-rZ-x’-&x5+ a**. 
-- 
20 >O 
(b) Now let 1 < x < 1 and show that (1 + x) ln(1 + x) > x + (1/3x) 
(>x +x2/313): Write 1 +x=x(1 + l/x), so 
(1 +x)ln(l +x)=(1 +x)lnx+x (l+$)ln(l++) 
>lnx+xlnx+x(+-+j$) 
> 1+&+(1+(x-l)ln(l+(x-l)))=R (a) 
(since In x > 0). If [x] = 1 then 0 < x - 1 < 1 and by (a) 
(x - 1)2 
R>l+&+(x-l)+ 3 >x+&. 
If [x] > 1 then use induction on [x] to conclude that R > 1 + 1/3x + 
(x-l)+ 1/3(x- 1)2x+ 1/3x. 
Thus, if -1 < x < I, (1 + x) ln(1 + x) > x + x2/313. 
(c) Letdj=cjl/fi,then-l<dj<Zandd,+~..+d,=O.Now 
=exp i +(l +dj)ln(l +dj) 
i= I 
>eXPT$, (d,+$i) 
* * - + c;>. 
Q.E.D. 
Next, drop the assumptions a > ci, cI > -a. 
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PROPOSITION 1.6. Let I = (a, ,..., a,) E Al(n), aj = n/l + cj fi and let 
0 < 6 < f. There exists a > 0 such that for n large enough 
dA < a . Da(c) . e-(v3~3)c2 . * 1”. (F.1.6) 
Proof. Trace the changes in the proof of Lemma 1.1 due to the fact that 
some of the aj’s may not be large. First, it can be shown by induction on 
l> 2 and by Stirling’s formula, that there exists a > 0 such that for n large 
enough 
r(n + 1) 
nfE,r(aj+l-j+ l)‘<‘* Jb ( 1 
(/2- I)/2 
“” 
Lemma 1.5 now replaces step 3 of Lemma 1.1. Finally, as in Generalization 
1.4, step 4 of Lemma 1.1 holds when ci - cj > 6 and (ci - cj) fi + j - i < 
fi otherwise. The proof is now complete. Q.E.D. 
2. APPROXIMATIONS OVER A BOUNDED DOMAIN 
Let Si4’(n) = C AE,,,(nj d!, etc. Formula (F.l. 1) indicates that such sums 
correspond to a summation over an infinite domain in the Euclidean space 
I?-‘. Here we show that such sums can be approximated by partial sums 
over compact domains. 
NOTATION 2.1. Given a, 6 > 0, define P,(a) = {(x ,,..., x,-,) E I?‘-’ 1 a > 
x, > **a > XI > --a, where XI = -(x1 + **. + x,-,)} and P,(a, 4 = 
{(x , ,***9 xI-*) ~ Pi(a) 1 Xj-Xj+l~ 6, j= l,..., l- 1). 
((4 + cl fi,..., n/l + cl fil I (c,,..., cl-J E P,(a), 
Clearly A,(n, a) = 
and 0 <n/l + cj fi are integers}. 
Cl = -(cl + **- + Cl-,) 
A similar relation holds between 
A,(n, a, 6) and P,(a, 6). Thus, for example, 
etc. 
S!4’(n, a, 6) = c 
(Cl I..., cr-l)EPl@,S) 
c,+. . . +c,=Oand 
Ml+Cj\/;;>OareilltegerS 
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LEMMA 2.2. For any a, 6, p > 0, 
Spyn, a, 6) N c [ Yr * w, ,-*-, q) (C)EPlkz,S),Cj+ ’ * * +c/=o nl1+c,\/;;>0integers 
( ) 
L 
u-1)(1+2)/4 
1 
4 
. e-u/2m:+~. . +cp . *I” . 
n 
Proox The proof follows by standard arguments from (F-1.1) and the 
compactness of Pl(u, 6): 
Let -c, = c1 + s.. + c,-, and write 
fn(c, T..., c,- 1) = 
I 
T(n + 1) 
lJj=lT(n/l+Cjfi+Z-j+ l) 
’ fJ ff [(cj-c,-m+l)fi+z+m-j+ ‘11’ 
and 
g,(c * ).,., c,-,) = jyi . D(c) . e-(U2)C2. (y-‘~~‘““‘. )j D, 
i.e., these are the left- and right-hand sides of (F. 1. l), raised to the /3 power. 
By (F.l.l), 
f,(c) 1 
%gn(c)= - 
For each n,&(c) and g,(c) are continuous in (c r ,..., c,- r) (the analyticity 
of P(z), Re(z) > 0 is being used here). Let E > 0 be given. Since P,(u, 6) is 
compact, there is N = N(E, u, 6) such that if m > N and if (c) E P,(u, S), then 
(1 - E)&(C) < &l(c) < (1 + E).&(C). 
The proof now easily follows. Q.E.D. 
Next, let P E IR” be a “nice” bounded solid volume vol(P) = vol,(P). For 
c > 0, the dilation fP has volume vol(fP) = t”’ vol(P). Let u E IRm and let 
L, = Z” + v be the translation of the lattice Z”’ by the vector V. Denote by 
#(fP n L,) the number of points in tp n L,, then it is well known that 
lim,,,(#(fP n L,)/rm) = vol(P), and this is true even when tr = v(t) depends 
on t. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let P G IR’-’ be a “nice” bounded solid with volume 
vol,-,(P). Let N(n, P) be the number of points (c, ,..., c,- ,) E P such that 
n/l + Cjfi> 0 are all integers. Then 
/ii !yy = vol(P). 
ProoJ Since P is bounded, n/l + cj fi> 0 for all j if n is large enough. 
To check the integrality, let (n/l) = (n/l ,..., n/l) E IR’-‘. Now, 
is equivalent to 
and the number of points in 
that intersection is -fi”-’ . vol(P) by the above remark. Q.E.D. 
Consider the (obviously bounded) solids P,(a) > P,(a, 6). For each 1 < j ,< 
I - 1, Pj(a) = P,(a) n {xj = xi+ ,} is one of the faces of P,(a). Its 1 - 2 dimen- 
sional volume satisfies 
vol,-,(Fj(a)) = a’-2 . ~01,~,Fj(l). 
The two hyperplanes xj - xj+ i = 0 and xj -xi+ i = 6 are parallel and the 
distance d between them is <6. If 6 > 0 is small, then 
vol/-,[P/(~)n {0 <Xj-Xj+l <S}] z [vol,-zFj(a)] * d 
< a,-2 . 6. vol,~,Fj(l). 
Now P,(a) - P,(a, 6) = Uf:: [P,(a) n {0 < xj - xj+, < S}] hence 
l-l 
VOl,-,(P,(U) - P,(U, 6)) < x vol,-, [P,(a) n {o < xj - Xj+ I < 811 
j=l 
I-1 
< c vol,-,Fj(l) * urpz * 6. 
j=l 
We have thus proved 
LEMMA 2.4. If 6 = l/a’ then 
lim vol I- I P,(a) - P,(a, 4) = 0. a-m 
We now turn to the function D,(c) e-(N2’C2 in (F. 1.4). For any polynomial 
P(X I ,..., x,), p(xl ,..., x,) e-“U2”“f+. ’ ‘+xf) is bounded in R’ (or RI-l, when 
Xl + a.. + x, = 0). By considering the set of divisors of D(x, ,..., x,) it easily 
follows that D8(x, ,.,., x,) e -u’2’(xV ’ ’ +‘f’ is bounded, independently of 6. 
Denote its bound by M. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let /3 > 0 and 
zJ4)(n, a) = c [Da-,(c, ,..., c,) - e-(U2)(cf+ ’ ” ++ln 
(C,.....C,-,)EP/(o)-P/(a,a-‘) 
n/1/I+cj\/;;>Ointegers 
then lim,,, lim,,, u’+z, a)/@- ’ = 0. 
Proof: By Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and the bound 44, 
zP(n, a) < M4 . N(n, PI(a) - P,(a, a-‘)) 
z M4 a fi- ’ . vol(P,(a) - P,(a, a-‘)), 
SO 
. zP’(n, a) 
!! fl-’ < M4 . vol(P,(a) - P,(a, a-‘)) z 0 
Q.E.D. 
Next fix a point (c) = (cl ,..., &-,) E P,(l) such that D(cl ,..., c,) # 0 (where 
-[, = cl + ... + c,- J. Let C, be a small closed cube, of volume u, > 0, 
centered around (C;), such that for all (c) E C,, D(c) # 0 (cl + . . . + c, = 0). 
Let 
O< do= ,f$ {Cj-Cj+l} and 
j=l,...,f-1 
0 < m = (yin, {D(c) e-(1/2)c2}. 
With these notations we prove 
LEMMA 2.6. Let /I > 0 and a > 1 such that a-’ < 6,. Let 
G)(n, a) = T [Da-fkl ,..., cl> e -u/2)(c~+~~~ +cp 4 
(Cl . . . . . C,~%P,Lv0 
I 
n//+cn/n>ointegers 
then lim,+, u (4)(n, a)/@’ > m0 . u,. 
Proof. Clearly, P,(a) 2 Pr( 1) and P,(a, a-‘) I> C,. Hence 
P(n, a) > x m4 ‘Y rnb . &i-’ . vol(C,) 
(by 2.3). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let a, 6, p > 0 and write 
wt4)(n, a) = -s 
c,>*..>c,=Fc,+ 
[Ds(c, ,..., cl) e-(1/313)(cf+ ’ * ’ ++)I5 
. . . +c,-1) 
(C,,....Cl-,)dP/(“) 
n/l+cn/t;>Ointegers 
then lim,_, lim,+, wC4)(n, a)/@ = 0. 
ProoJ Let S’+‘(a) = {(x) E R’ 12 xj’ < a’} and ST) = R’ - S’+‘(a). 
Let c, > * * * > cl, where -cl = c, + . . . + cl-i . Obviously, if (c, ,..., c,- ,) k?G 
Pi(a) then (c i ,..., CJ 6Z S’+‘(a); if a is large enough this implies that 
D,(c, ,..., cl) < e’1’4’2)(C:+ ’ ’ ’ +Cf) (any 6 > 0). Therefore 
w(‘)(n, a) & -s 
c,a.. . >c,=%,+ ...+,&1) ‘e- 
w1213)(c~+~ . . +cp 4 
’ 
(c,,...,c/-,)$iP,m 
d/t c&L>0 integers 
s - 
F- e-(w1213)(~~+. . . +q 
cc ,,..., c,) EGG) 
c, t “. +c,=o 
nll+c,&integers 
For each 0 < r < I - 1, one now proves the lemma for the subsequence 
n = Y (mod 1). Assume, for example, that r = 0. In this case n/Z + cj \/;r 
are integers exactly when (c 1 ,..., c,)E(l/\/;;)Z’. Let L={(x)E 
R’lx, + .a. + xI = 0). The condition in the last sum is 
(c l,...,CJE s~)n~nvx 
\/;; 
Let (m) = (m, ,..., mr) E H’ and consider the cube B, = {m < xj < mj + 1 1 
j= l,..., I}. B, contains at most $? points of (l/fi) Z’ hence B, n L 
contains at most fi’-’ such points. Since the hypotenuse length of B, is $, 
[@-@$/<\/I h w erever (c)E B, (the triangle inequality). Choose 
and (c)EB,, it follows that (m) E ST) and 
wc4)(n, a) < \‘ 
42 
,-m3/12)(c~+~~ tcp 
- 
(c)ES’+‘mlwJ;;HhI. 
Q/w’ 1 
e- (15/18wn~+ . + mp 
WkGTfZ2)nZf 
and the sum here can be made arbitrarily small by choosing a large enough. 
Q.E.D. 
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The next theorem shows that Sj4’(n) can be approximated by the sums 
Syyn, a, a-‘). 
THEOREM 2.8. Let a(n, a) = Si4’(n)/Sj4’(n, a, a-‘) then lim,,, limn+m 
c7(n, a) = 1. 
ProoJ Let 
A, = Spyn, a, u-q, 
A, = Spyn, a) - syyn, a, a-‘), 
A, = Sy’(n) - syyn, a) 
then Si”‘(n)=A, +A, +A, and c&u)= 1 +AJA, +A,/A,. By (F.l.l), 
(F. 1.4), Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, AZ/A, 5 u(~)@z, a)/~(~$, a) and 
lim o~oo lim,,,(u’D’(n, u)/zJ(~)(~, a)) = 0. Similarly, by Proposition 1.6 and 
Lemmas 2.6, 2.7, there exists b > 0 such that 
l!nvyn, a) 
vyn, a) 
and lim lim b * 
bP)(n, a) 
0. Q.E.D. 
o-100 “Kc d5’(n, a) = 
The following is a classical argument for replacing summation by 
integration. Let P G lRm be a “nice” bounded domain and let f(x, ,..., xm) be 
bounded and continuous on P. Approximate s . . . I, f(x, ,..., x,) dx, ,..., dx, 
by Riemann sums: the lattice L, = (l/fi) Z” + v (here v = -(\/;5/1,..., fi/1) 
partitions IRm into cells of volume (l/\/;;)m each. It also partitions P. 
Construct a Riemann sum for f over P for that partition and sum only for 
those cells that are contained in P. The boundedness off and the “niceness” 
of P imply that the contribution of the boundary to the whole sum tends to 
zero as n + co. Thus 
lim 
t&a03 c J-CC 
1 ,.-., cm> -L 
(C,....,C,)EP ( ) 
dl t cn/;;integers 
fim 
= ..* I i f(x 1 ,..., x,) dx, ,..., dx,. 
P 
In particular (see 2.7) 
lim vyn, a) 
n-oo (fi)‘-, = p,(.,-,) PC% )**-) xl * e I I 
-u/2)(x~t~~~ +xp 5 1 
x dx, ,..., dx,- 1, (F.2.8) 
where xI = -(xi + ... +x,-i). 
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PROPOSITION 2.9. Let x2 = xi + .-. + xf, where x, + -.. + xl = 0, then 
= . . . 
I I 
[D(x, ,..., x,) e-(r’2)x2] 4 dx, - a* dx,- , . 
x,>...>x, 
Proof: Because of (F.2.8) we need to show that as a -+ co, the condition 
(x 1 ,..., x,- ,) E P,(a, a-‘), under the integral, can be replaced by x1 > . . . > x,. 
Since [D(x, ,..., x,) e -(“2)x2] 4 is bounded in I?-’ and since lim,+, vol(P,(a) - 
P,(a, a-‘)) = 0, this integral can be ‘madeq arbitrarily close to 
I J 
. . . [D(x, ,..., xl) e-(1’2)x2]5 dx, . . . dx,- 1 
by choosing a large enough. The proof now follows. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.10. Notations us before. As n + 00, 
. . . 
*I I 
[D(x, ,..., xl) . e-(u2)x2]5 dx, 
x,>...>x, 
ProoJ 
. . . dx,-, . (F.2.10) 
sj yn> [by Theorem 2 s, oh a> -SY% 4 a-‘) 
I / 
[by Lemmas 1.1. 2.2, Theorem 2.81 
. . . 9 I [D(x) . e-t”2)x*]5 dx, --. dx,-, , 
P,(a.a-l) 
i.e., 
lim 
S;“‘(n) 
n-oo 
[ 
1 (I-1)(1+2)/4 
YI ; 
( 1 
. 1” 4. @-’ 1 
= (;+z o(n, a)) . J . . .I [D(x) e-(‘2)x*]5 dx, 0.. dx,-,. 
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APPLY lim,,, to both sides. This does not affect the left while, by 
Theorem 2.8 and Proposition 2.9, the right-hand side tends to 
~...~x,>...>x,D(x)e-(U2)x2dxl --.dx,-,. Q.E.D. 
3. GENERALIZATION:THE “&'SUMS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let m, s, d > 1 be integers and n = dm. Define 
Q,(dm) = {A E Par(dm) ] d divides the length of each column of DA}, 
f-&&m) = {A E f&(dm) I W) Q da s), 
~‘%(d~> = c &Y’~ 
Similarly, let I > 1 be any integer and define 
d,(dm) = {A E Par(dm) ] d divides the length of each row of DA}, 
&,,(dm) = {A E d,(dm) 1 h(l) < I}, 
IsAd,/ 
Notice that when d = 1, ~$(m) = Sj4’(m) and Uj4’(m) = SiO)@). The 
“even” sums T ,,,,(2m) and U(2m) recently occurred in the work of 
Procesi [ 71. 
Now let m + co and evaluate, asymptotically, Fdf&(dm). The evaluation 
of Sj4’(n) was based on (F. 1.1). To approximate Fd’$,(dm), start with 
(F.1.3) (notice that (F. 1.3) can also be written as 
(d%Z+d%-2)/4 
. (ds)” . [D(b)ld’ . e-(‘f12)@, 
where Y& = yds . I! 2! ... (d - l)! and (b) = (b, ,..., b,)). 
Imitate, step by step, the approximations of SIB’(n) to obtain 
THEOREM 3.2. With the above notations, as m + CQ, 
6%(dm) E [A, - (t)‘“‘““““~‘“” . (ds).lb - dw - I(d2, s,p), (F.3.2) 
607/41/2-2 
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where 
I(d2, s, p) = * * * 
I I 
[D(x, ,..., x,)~~ . e -ud/2)(4+~~~ +x9 4 Sl 
Xl> . ’ >I, 
xs= -Lx, +. . . +.x-1) * dx, *** dx,-,. 
Turn now to the sum udr:(n) = ULf:(dm). Its evaluation is based, like that 
of Sj4’(n), on (F.l.l), but in comparison, we choose here only one summand 
for every d’-’ summands Sib’(n). For that reason (a more precise argument 
follows) we have 
THEOREM 3.3. With the above notations, 
UyJdm) = tidf/(n) N f 
( ) 
l-l 
Syyn). 
ProoJ Let 1 = (d/I, ,..., dp,) E d&&r). Write (l/d)l, = (p, ,..., /I,). If A E 
A,,,(&) then (l/d)A E /ir(m) and if J E A,,,(&, a) then (l/d)2 E /i,(m, a/d), 
etc. The correspondence d + (l/d),4 is one to one from d,,,(dm, a) onto 
A,@, a/d) and so on. Thus, for example, 
@‘(dm, a, 6) = c (dA)4, etc. 
(YdM~A,Wwld.S/~~ 
As with So”, approximate tidf/(dm) by tidri(dm, a, 8). For each 
A E d,,,(dm, a, 6), the asymptotic value of dA is given by (F.l.l). Write ,l = 
VP 1 )a..) dp,j, dpi = n/l + Cj fi= dm/l + Cj fi * fi, SO pj = m/i + C: fi, 
where CJ = (l/d) c., j = l,..., 1. Notice that D(c, ,..., cJ = fi’(‘-‘)” . 
D(c; ,..., c;) and e-(k2)(cf+ ’ ’ ’ +cf) = e-(d~2)(Ci*f * ” +c;‘)a Hence, by 
dA N yI . @(l-l)/2 . (1/n)(l-1)(~+2W . p . D(C/)e-(dN2)fC',2+ ... +C;'). 
(F. 1. l), 
By imi- 
tating the approximations of S{“‘(n) we arrive at 
V’f.)(n) 2: 
[ 
)), . \/;il(l--I)/2 . 
( ) 
; (‘-“(‘+2v4 . l”] D 
. e-l . j . . . j [D(y ,,..., y,)e-‘dU2’yZ]4dy, I-- dy,-,. 
Y,>...>YI 
y*+...+y,=o 
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The substitution yi = (l/T4 xi, j = l,..., I- 1 yields 
. * . 
i I [D(y)e-(dy~dyl *** dy,-, 
YI>..'>Y/ 
Y,+'..+y[=o 
= (&,". (-!..J'"'. j . . . j 
Xl>'..>X, 
x,+. **+x,=0 
Since @-I = (l/@-r e @-I, we finally get 
v’dt;(@ 2: (f)” . [yl . (y-‘)““““]” 
[D(x) . ,-(u*)y 
- dx, a-- dx,-,. 
In other words, v”$(~) = (l/d)‘-’ Si4’(n). 
- dx,-,. 
Q.E.D. 
4. REDUCTION TO THE INTEGRAL Pi) 
We now reduce the integral I(d*, N, a) of Theorem 3.2 (a, N replacing 
/I, s) to the integral Iy(N4) = J . . . I?, []D(x, ,..., xN)] . eeCXIt * ’ * +xiY2] 4 
dx, --- dx,. The integral pt’ is studied in [4]. It is conjectured there (p. 40, 
conjecture 4.1) that 
CONJECTURE 4.1. 
y/y = (2,q’/* . /.~v/*-!M’W- 1U4 . [r(l + $)]-” . fj r(l + $U>. (F.4.1) 
j=I 
This conjecture has recently been veritied (see the Introduction). 
Turn 
dN(x: + 
now to I(d*, A’, a). First, substitute x, = @xl, so 
. . . + xi) = d*(x;’ + . . . + x$) and D(x, ,..., xN) = (d/N@-1u4 . 
D(x: ,..., xk). Hence 
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I(d2, N, a) = 
(N r-lja/4. (f)‘“‘“’ 
d 
. . . 
* i i 
[lqx; ,..., x;)l . e-(x;2+ . . . ++*]d*a 
Xl>...>XN 
xl+. . .+x+0 dx; ... dx;_,. 
Let D(x) = D(x, ,..., xN), x2 = x: + . . . + xi, /? = d*a and write 
I(N,/~)= 1 . ..I [\D(~)Je-~~~]~dx~ . ..dx.+., 
X,>...>XN 
xl+...+xni=o 
then 
d (N-l)(nN+2)/4 
I(d*, N, a) = T 
( 1 
. I(N, P). (F.4.2) 
Note that the condition x1 2 ..a > x, under the integral can be replaced by 
x, > -*a > xN since the points xj = xi+, form a set of measure zero in RN. 
For each x1 > .a. > xN there are N! points (z,,..., zN) E RN that can be 
rearranged to (zi, ,..., zi,) = (x1 ,..., x,). By the symmetries of the integrand we 
have 
I(N,~) = $- j” . . . j [ID(x)1 e-x2/2]4 dx, ..a dx,-,. 
x1+. . . +xpg=o 
Let 6(x) be the Dirac b-function: IT’“, g(y) 6(y - a) dy = g(u). It follows 
that 
I(N,P) = +J .“p. p(v)l e-yq2]5 qy, + ..a + yN) dy, a-. dy,. 
-cc 
LEMMA 4.3. We have 
1 1 
WYP) =x-Jg J $ P,“‘. (F.4.3) 
Proof Complete (l/@,..., (l/o) E RN to an orthogonal A’ X N 
matrix 
Q= 
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Let y’ = Qy. Clearly, y; = (I/<R(y, + e-m + y,) so 6(y, + .*. + yN) = 
&fly;). Now y = Q’yl, so y, = (l/TN y; + fi( y; ,..., yk), 1 < j < N. Since 
D(Y) = n,<j (Y[ - YJ therefore 
WY , ,... , yN) = DGfi ,... ,f,) =F(Y;,..., Y;) 
is free of yi. Notice that y* = y: + .-- + yi= y:* + --- + yc = y’* and that 
det(Q) = 1. By a change of variable, 
Thus: 
N! . I(NJ)=j . . . jIF(y; )...) y# * e-(a/2)(y;z+...+y~‘,(~y;)dy; *** dy:, 
RN 
= - . . . 
;i i N 
IF( y; ,..., yk)14 a e -w*)(Y;*+...+Y;) d I ***jy' Y2 N 
RN-I 
(since [ST, e-(4/2)Y;2 dy;] . G = 1, we can reintroduce yi) 
. e-w2)(Y;2+...tY'*) N dy; .-a dy; 
(by the same argument as before) 
. e-w2)(Y;t*. . +y*j 
N dy, . . . dy, 
By (F.4.2) and (F.4.3) and since p = d*a, we have 
d 
6 .-.- . -!- . YN(d2a). 
fl ,/% N! 
We plug this into (F.3.2) to get 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.4 (Theorem 3.2 restated). Let a, N replace p, 1, then 
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1 (dzN2td2N-Z2)/4 
Fi$N(dm) = y&N ; [ 0 - (dN)n u. @@‘-I 1 
d 
6 1 .-.-.-. 
fi &ii N! 
‘Y,(d*a), (F.4.4) 
where yAN = ( l/fi)dN-’ . 1 ! 2! . - - (d - I)! . NN2’*. 
4.5 (Special cases). As an immediate consequence of (F.4.4) and the 
validity of Conjecture 4.1 we have the following cases: 
Case 1. a=d=P= 1. Hence m=n, Y:,~=Y~ and 
(F.4.5.1) 
For explicit values, recall that I$) = h/2 and that r(z + 1) = zT(z). Also, 
by Theorem 3.3 with p = 1 and I = N, one obtains the asymptotic value of 
v’,!,!&+ 
Case 2. d = 1, a = 2, /I = d*a = 2. We have 
T’,th(n) = SC’(n) N (&r-l . (+)(N*-‘y2 . NN’,* 
w- I)/2 
. N*“. (F.4.5.2) 
Case 3. d=2, a= 1,/3=4, n=2m. Then 
YN(4)=@y - N2 . fi r(2j + l), 
j=l 
yiN = y2N = (-&-) 2N-1 . (2N)2N2 
and 
2’N2tNt 2W4 . NNUN-1114 . 1 
N, 
* j=l 
. (2N)“. (F.4.5.3) 
We conclude by calculating S:“(n) explicitly for the cases 1= 2,3, using 
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Young’s rule for the tensor (outer) product [A] @ [p]. We represent the 
irreducible character [A] by its Young diagram. 
The case 1= 2. Let m, = m = [n/2], m2 = n - m. By Young’s rule, 
Equating the degrees on both sides we have 
iZ! 
m,! m,! 
= deg([m,] 0 [m,]) = S:“(n). 
Note that this is the free term or the coefficient of l/x in (x + l/x)“, 
depending on n being odd or even. 
The case 1 = 3. First, if k,, k, < [n/2] and k, # k, then no irreducible 
character of 
kl 
t---l 
n-Zk, 
01 
appears in 
Since the character 
4 k- 
appears in 
k 
n-2k 
0117 
it clearly follows that 
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Note that (n + 1) S!“(n) = Ciz! (n + l)!/k! (k + l)! (n - 2k)! is the coef- 
ficient of I/x in the expansion of (x + l/x + l)nt ‘, hence (n + 1) S!“(n) = 
(1/27ri) 4 (z + l/z + l)“+’ dz. Substituting z = e”, --71< t & 71, and using 
some standard approximation techniques, it is easy to show that 
(n + 1) ,!$“(n) ‘v m. l/fi . 3”. This agrees with (F.4.5.1) and can also 
be considered as an indirect evaluation of !P$l’. 
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